
WRA's Saturday Academy ECHO modules are designed to extend, enrich, and support student 
learning in a way that would not be possible in the Monday through Friday schedule.  Modules 
will meet for two-and-a-half hours on six Saturday mornings in the fall, winter, and spring 
trimesters (aligned with WRA's athletic seasons).  Students will enroll in at least two modules 
per year. 

ECHO modules are academic in nature: they present clear learning objectives that echo the spirit 
of our Monday through Friday program.  The modules provide students with the opportunity to 
discover a new academic passion or to pursue an area of academic aptitude in depth. 

The school will list students' ECHO modules on their official transcripts, with a grade of Honors, 
Pass, or Fail.  Modules will require approximately one hour of preparation before each class 
meeting.  Moreover, on Saturdays teachers will expect conscientious attendance, earnest effort, 
and productive participation.

As you will see in reading through this catalog, the offerings are diverse, reflecting the broad 
interests and expertise of the WRA faculty.  We hope that the modules enable students to 
experience intensive, extended, innovative, and interdisciplinary opportunities for learning.

Students should rank their top 15 choices --including five from each trimester-- from among the 
many offerings.  (Students will be enrolled in their top available modules for two trimesters; 
moreover, we will take students’ athletic commitments into account when determining which 
trimester to leave open.)  Only a few offerings have prerequisites.  All ECHO modules share the 
purpose of enhancing the transformational experience of a WRA education.

We hope you enjoy reading through this catalog and engaging in the first year of this exciting 
new program.
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Fall

This module deals with the application of basic biological, chemical and physical science principles in 
conjunction with technological practices used in real world criminal investigations.  The major themes of study in 
this course include pathology, anthropology, odontology, ballistics, trace evidence, blood spatter, DNA, 
fingerprints, impression evidence, and questioned documents.

1

Aguilar, Robert

Forensic Science Technology 

Fall

This module is intended to expose students to some of the major theories and thinkers in the world of sociology.  
Studies will enable students to understand the social world more deeply and more thoughtfully.  Participants will 
gain insights to social theories and the construction of a social reality.  Additionally, students will then explore 
how the individual operates within these social confines through an exploration of family structure, education, 
gender and crime.  The module will also explore how various groups of individuals function despite inequities and 
disparities that exist in our social structures.  

1

Bonomo, Katie

An Investigation into Sociology: Examining Childhood Behaviors, Race and Gender Relationships, and More!

Fall

This course is designed to be an introduction to the physiology of exercise.  Students will be exposed to the major 
concepts surrounding the anatomy and composition of the human body, nutrition and the processing of energy by 
various bodily systems, and the mechanics of the stresses of exercise on the body.  The concepts of writing 
exercise prescriptions, evaluating cardiovascular health, and preventing and managing injuries will also be 
covered.  The laboratory experience will be an essential component of this course.  Hands-on activities will 
include techniques on assessing body composition, strength-testing, cardiovascular fitness, and maximal oxygen 
consumption.  All students enrolling in this course will be expected to participate in labs involving exercise 
testing.  

1

Bonomo, Michael

Exercise Physiology: An Investigation into Nutrition, Body Composition, Anatomy, and Training Practices for 
Athletes

Fall

This module entails an artistic collaboration for the purpose of design: create a campus masterpiece of 
architectural landscaping. Select a site, walk the site, measure the site and then let the imagination fly as you, 
the students, dream the elements of design that spring to life --your vision forever stamping "I did that" on 
Western Reserve Academy, leaving a thing of beauty for the classes of tomorrow to enjoy, admire, and look to for 
inspiration.

1

Campbell, Ray

Landscape Design: I Did That.
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Fall

This module will introduce topics on the Chinese cuisines, arts, and philosophy. Topics will include basic 
knowledge of Chinese cuisines, calligraphy, paper cutting, Chinese performance arts, Feng Shui, Tai Chi, Qi Gong 
and Meditation.  This module will be taught in English.  Learning materials will be provided with hands-on 
practice. (Note: this module is not for students who have previously studied or who already know Chinese.)

1

Chen, Feng Chu

An Introduction to Chinese Culture: When "Hello!" Meets "Ni hao!"

Fall

Discrete topics will be chosen from Election Theory, Fair Division, Logic, Introduction to Probability, Graph Theory 
and Matrices.  Emphasis will be on non-routine problem solving.  A study of "what to do when you don't know what 
to do" will help students find their inner mathematician!

1

Chlysta, Sherry

Problem Solving and Critical Thinking: Through Applied Discrete Mathematics

Fall

This module will afford students the opportunity for an in-depth examination of this election, focusing on how the 
two major candidates were selected, the Republican and Democratic party platforms, the impact of the Electoral 
College and the role of the media, debates, advertising and money.

1

Cunningham, Dana

Electing the President 2012 

Fall

Students will be exposed to a number of the most well-known studies in the field of social psychology, covering 
such topics as obedience, conformity, and bystander intervention.  Discussion will focus on the factors that 
influence us to act against our moral inclinations, as well as how to resist these influences, as individuals and in  
communities. 

1

Davies, Natalie

Social Psychology: Why Good People Do Bad Things

Fall

Each week will tackle an issue facing youth, interscholastic, college, professional, or Olympic sport.  Through 
thought-provoking questions, case studies, and video, this module will look at drugs, 
compensation/scholarships, parental involvement, specialization, and other current topics in sport and society.  
It will change the way you think about sports, watch sports, and perhaps even play sports.

1

DiBiase, Joe

Ethics and Sportsmanship: Playing Fair
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Fall

In the 2011 Viewpoints survey, 40% of the population of Reserve listed Rap/ Hip hop music as their favorite genre. 
In 2003 Nobel laureate poet Seamus Heaney called Eminem the most influential poet for this generation. Our 
parents say with a sigh that our “road less traveled by has made all the difference” in turning their bright, hopeful 
child into a profane thug. But this course is going to investigate the beauty, the brilliance, and the attraction of 
rap music through the study of its lyrics, poetic form, and history.

1

Evans, Jill

The Study of Rap Music: Verbal Energy

Fall

Ever wonder why there are immeasurably more movies, songs, poems, and books about baseball than any other 
sport?  Come explore the myriad ways in which baseball has been woven into the fabric of American society for 
well over a century.  As the umpire always says to start the game, "Play ball!"

1

Hoffman, Rich

Baseball in Culture and Literature: The American Pastime Up Close

Fall

Ekphrastic writing is literature inspired by/about other works of art. In this module, we will examine works 
(primarily poems but also some short stories and essays) inspired by/about paintings, photographs, songs, etc., 
and we will also produce our own ekphrastic pieces (again primarily poems). Class time will be spent in literary 
discussion, doing ekphrastic writing exercises, and conducting workshops of our own pieces. We will read, we will 
discuss and critique, we will look at art and listen to music, and we will write. We will also try to take a trip to the 
Cleveland Art Museum. Ultimately, we will ask how and why does art inspire the creation of more art and 
different types of art, and we will let it do the same for our body of work.  

1

Kidera, Jeanne

Ekphrastic Exploration & Writing 

Fall

This module is designed to teach students situational Spanish in authentic settings by virtually moving to a 
Spanish-speaking city of the student's choice.  (Note: this offering is not for students who have taken Spanish at 
WRA.)

1

Mitchell, Vicki

Traveling Spanish 

Fall

The principal focus for this module will be the ancient Greek language, but a clear emphasis will also be based 
upon the culture and history of the ancient Greek world.  Students will enhance and enrich their study of this truly 
beautiful language through the use of various media as well as project-based learning.  On the penultimate 
Saturday, students will visit the Cleveland Museum of Art and consider (and wonder at) its Classical collection 
from a new and much more informed perspective.

1

Namiotka, Jeff

Introduction to Ancient Greek 
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Fall

This module will introduce WRA students to business decision-making.  Students will  analyze a number of case 
studies looking at various questions faced by actual companies.  Team taught by Mr. Ong and Mr. Gerber, there 
will also be guest speakers drawn from the WRA alumni community and area business and banking professionals.

1

Ong, Diccon

From the Classroom to the Boardroom : A Case Study Approach to Understanding the World of Business

Fall

Creative Movement is a dance class for students of all abilities. We will explore movement by using the elements 
of dance, which are body, space, time, and energy. Creative movement gives students the opportunity for 
creativity, self expression, problem solving, independent work, and collaboration.

1

Patterson, Emily

Creative Movement 

Fall

We will study "the apple"--forbidden fruit, frontier necessity, and pesticide junky. We will explore the 
interdependence humans and apples have enjoyed for millennia. And we will examine and sample heirloom 
varieties and current mainstream favorites, considering what reigns now and why--and what we've lost. We will 
conclude by visiting a farmer and his orchard, exploring the tension between farming realities and romantic 
ideals. 

1

Peterson, Matthew

The Culture and Horticulture of Apples: from Soil to Seed to Cider 

Fall

Would there have been a Death Star if Anakin had chosen the Light Side of the Force? What if Harry had attacked 
Malfoy in the Astronomy tower BEFORE Snape arrived? Through the power of systems thinking we will explore the 
world of modelling in computer-based stories and learn how changing the question we ask can lead to a whole 
new world of outcomes. We will travel through Alice’s looking glass into a matrix exciting enough even for 
Morpheus! 

1

Rinehart, Jennifer

Systems Theory and Star Wars: What if Anakin has chosen the other side?

Fall

Students will gain knowledge and build an appreciation for the Hispanic culture through contact with various 
mass media productions. They will view and discuss selected TV shows and news reports. Video projects will be 
produced to enhance vocabulary, listening, writing, and speaking skills, as well as to recreate Hispanic culture.  
(Prerequisite: a previous course in Spanish.)

1

Sedano Muzquiz, Atziri

Spanish in the Media: A Window to Latin American and Spanish Culture
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Fall

Students in "Born and Raised in America" will study the story one of America's greatest contributions to world 
culture. The 20th century has been deeply influenced by the confluence of many cultures to form what we call 
jazz. In this course we will trace the origins of the music and culture, from southern fields and African slaves to the 
special crucible of New Orleans, and up the river and across the rails to Northern cities and across the world. We 
will experience swing, Be-Bop and the Avant Guard. We will discuss the history and art of this music, study 
important historical and musical figures, and trace American History while tracing the history of this American art 
form.

1

Wiles, Edward

The Story of Jazz: Born and Raised in America

Winter

This module will look at the results and philosophical implications of the major advances that have been made in 
physics over the past 150 years. We will discuss the universe from the beginning, right after the big bang, to its 
possible fates in the distant future.  (Note: we may well go to the observatory one night, depending upon weather 
and timing.) 

2

Baldridge, Anthony

History of Time 

Winter

This offering focuses on the essential concepts of designing sustainable residential architecture. A hands-on 
approach to recognizing and applying these concepts will allow students an opportunity explore and develop 
their own design idiom. Problem solving skills and analytical thinking will be emphasized in the process. Real 
world industry specific terminology, symbols, and conventions will be emphasized while justifying and 
communicating spatial relationships and the aesthetics of each design problem.  Students will learn to use a 
commercial parametric three-dimensional modeling software package to execute their design solutions.

2

Blankenship, Lee

Architecture 

Winter

This module will treat the Occupation of France during World War II.  A historical base will be established before 
students examine different perspectives on this historical period. Next, they will learn about the Resistance 
movement which developed in and outside of France. Course materials include texts, articles, movies, interviews 
and survivor testimonies.

2

Borrmann, Christine

France during WW II: The Occupation and Resistance Movements in France during World War II
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Winter

This course will examine the 20th century images of Asian Americans in both film and text from the paradigm of 
the yellow peril (Asian Americans as educational and economic contenders) to the paradigm of Asians as the 
model minority and the development of their own cultural identities and self-perceptions.  Films will include 
biographies and works of fiction; students will complete associated readings in order to provide context and to 
prepare for post-viewing conversation.  Classes will include time for in-class reflective writing.

2

Bryant, Otis

The Asian-American Experience 

Winter

Political satirists boast fans in record numbers. Blogging pushes trends and usurps newspapers. Publishing has 
never been more accessible. But those journalists that broke the ceiling on censorship in the McCarthy era are 
the real parents of digital empowerment; they invented breaking news and represent the icons behind today’s 
fact-finding pace.

2

Campbell, Patricia

Broadcast Journalism: McCarthyism to Satire; Censorship to Entertainment

Winter

Students will study the causes, early US response and involvement, major theater campaigns, political and social 
impacts of the war, and how war affects individuals (both combatants and civilians) on a personal level. This will 
be accomplished through reading selected works, viewing film, lecture and discussion, and will include a student 
project involving contact with a veteran.

2

Closen, Brand

History of World War II : How and Why the World Changed as a Result of World War II

Winter

Students will investigate the history of Western Reserve Academy and create walking tours in the physical and 
digital world. The module will focus on the internal history of the institution as well as the place of the School in 
multiple eras of American History. Students will participate in historical research in the WRA archives and 
explore the campus and immediate surroundings to locate items of historical significance. WRA Archivist Tom 
Vince will assist in research and creation of tours.

2

Davies, Christopher

The History of Western Reserve Academy 
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Winter

Students will learn to recite the Cyrrilic Alphabet to begin the process, and later on they will have practice in 
writing it. Common everyday expressions will follow, including weather, numbers, calendar-days of week and 
months, colors, etc. Use of the Internet will be involved to practice listening skills. Some geography and history, 
including historical figures, will be introduced. Elementary grammar structures and verb forms will be studied as 
well.

2

Fraser, Jim

Elementary Russian Conversation 

Winter

Students explore the techniques applied in editing programs to create a project utilizing basic editing techniques 
and special effects.  We will be using Apple Final Cut Pro and Motion to create high quality film projects.  A special 
emphasis is placed on using green screen, stop motion, and chroma keying to create Hollywood style special 
effects.  

2

Gerber, Matthew

Digital Video Editing: Filmmaking and Special Effects

Winter

During the Vietnam War, protests and assassinations were on the news. Peace signs, love-ins, Andy Warhol’s pop 
art, and psychedelic rock were on the scene. The turbulent 1960s crested in 1968. From the darkest hours to the 
incredible highs, 1968 comes alive in this interdisciplinary elective.

2

Horgan, Sarah

The History of 1968:  Music, Politics, Chaos, Counterculture, and the Shaping of a Generation

Winter

Each meeting will feature a particular genre for study & performance – think chant, madrigals, motets, part 
songs, vocal jazz, doo-wop and contemporary a capella pieces...  Students will BE singing, not just learning ABOUT 
singing.  Requirements: a little bit of singing experience and a whole lot of guts!  (Note: this course will culminate 
in a final public performance of the music learned during this module; students will also be asked to attend a 
concert presented by an a capella singing group --schedule to be determined according to what performances are 
available locally.)

2

Karam, Margaret

A Capella through the Ages: From the Monastery to 'The Sing-Off'!
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Winter

Intuitive calculus is a non algebraic approach to the study and understanding of the concepts of calculus 
including limits, continuity, derivatives and the definite integral. Students will learn how to use simple geometric 
and numerical approximation methods and techniques to demonstrate and understand the fundamental 
concepts of calculus. Since the approach is not algebraic, as in the formal study of calculus, any student who can 
calculate the slope of a line, calculate the area of rectangle and use a graphing calculator can study calculus 
through this approach.  (Note: this offering is for students who have completed Math 21 or its equivalent, but who 
have not yet had calculus and are not currently enrolled in a calculus course.)

   

2

Manoli, Gerard

Intuitive Calculus 

Winter

Students will learn the basics of American legal process and what it means to be a lawyer.  They will then prepare 
for and participate in a mock trial based on a fictional set of facts. Working in groups, they will hone legal 
research, critical thinking, oral presentation, persuasive argumentation, and organizational skills.  

2

McKenzie, Susan 

Mock Trial: The Art of Critical Thinking and Persuasive Legal Presentation 

Winter

In this course, students will develop basic programming skills using the Java language.  We will explore the use of 
variables, operators, input/output functions, methods, selection statements, and loops.  Students will solve 
problems by creating their own programs in Java.

2

Nagano, Jennifer

Introduction to Computer Programming 

Winter

Students of this module will consider in some depth the traditional areas of inquiry within the history of Western 
philosophy: What is the nature of reality? (Metaphysics) How do I acquire knowledge, and can I be certain that I 
know what I think I know? (Epistemology) Does God exist, and if so, what is Her/His/Its nature? (Philosophical 
Theology) Are the notions of ‘good’ and ‘evil’ merely human constructs projected upon the world? What is the 
best life for a human being to lead? (Ethics) What makes a good argument good and a bad one bad? (Logic).  
Through the use of various media, including but not limited to film, classic philosophical texts, short stories, 
plays, and dialectical exchange, students will gain an initial understanding of the history of Western philosophy 
and, more importantly, a foundation for the life-long investigation of what it means to be a human being.

2

Namiotka, Jeff

Topics In Philosophy 
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Winter

Essential questions: Who am I, and how do I communicate that via the Internet?  Learning objectives: 
Communicate effectively in an increasingly interconnected world via the Internet and new media; understand 
the dangers and pitfalls of online exposure; create content such as Prezi Presentations, Digital Videos, Student 
Blogs, and Student Portfolios.  Note: projects will be pitched to Admissions, Alumni and Development, and Deans 
Office in order to serve and inform the WRA community.  Goal: capitalize on new media possibilities while 
preserving integrity in a Facebook world.

2

O'Brien, Kevin

Teaching New Media: Existentialism and the Internet

Winter

This module will introduce students to a few of the most deadly pathogens known to humans.  After an overview 
of bacteria, students will learn about the mechanisms that bacteria employ to cause damage to the host and 
investigate the ways in which humans have combatted these pathogens. Students will investigate the history of 
the pathogen and how the pathogen has impacted world events.  Laboratory exercises will use substitutes for 
the pathogens allowing for students to investigate some modes of bacterial pathogenesis without the risk of 
using the pathogen.

2

Pethel, Beth

Introductory Microbial Pathogenesis: Human vs. Microbe

Winter

We will construct robots in teams of two students using the Lego Mindstorm set.  No experience necessary.  The 
students will build mechanisms to perform specific tasks which will be increasingly challenging.  The plastic parts 
make construction,literally, a snap.  Motors and sensors will be combined with the mechanisms and controlled 
using a programmable microprocessor.  Object-oriented programming will be introduced and used.   

2

Preston, Joel

Introductory Robotics Fall 

Winter

Students will undertake the study of Hindu, Buddhist and Taoist texts and traditions while accompanying their 
study with an extended meditative practice that includes examining the physiological and psychological benefits 
of meditation. The module aims to study the history of Eastern philosophy more deeply while examining how it is 
being expressed by current scholars and public figures like Thich Nhat Hanh, Pema Chodron, and of course, the 
Dalai Lama.  (Note: we will be attending a Sunday service at a Buddhist Temple in Richfield.)

2

Robinson, Lisabeth

Eastern Philosophy and Meditation: Living Like the Dalai Lama
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Winter

From New York’s Times Square to San Francisco’s Lincoln Park, the Lincoln Highway—Route 30 in Ohio—was one 
of the first transcontinental “auto trails” in the US. With the Lincoln Highway as the case study, and using film, 
literature,and history, this module will explore the significance of the car and highway in the American Narrative. 
Students will report their findings and thoughts in a blog.

2

Schnupp, Nikki

American Road: The Lore, Legislation, and Landmarks of the Lincoln Highway

Winter

This course begins by exploring probability, sophisticated counting, and game theory using dice, cards, and even 
candy. The course then shifts into creating graphical displays of information and calculating representative 
statistics that can be used to win arguments and sway opinions. 

2

Wirtz, Elizabeth

Probability and Statistics: Hands-on

Spring

Students will learn about and use Web 2.0 tools to create content that will allow their voices to be heard on the 
Internet. Students will be introduced to myriad presentation and publishing software and will also learn about 
and research the responsibility and ethics necessary when "publishing" on the Web.

3

Barsella, Kim

Public Speaking 2.0: Using Computer and Cloud Software to Make Dynamic Online Presentations

Spring

This module will introduce students to diverse fields of engineering. Using their imagination and analytical skills, 
students will invent, design, and build devices and systems meant to improve our quality of life. Research and 
data analysis will be used to review the efficiency of the systems assigned. Students will use their creativity and 
problem solving skills to build things such as Recycled Cardboard Furniture, Storage Towers, Personal Flotation 
Devices, Hovercrafts, and more.

3

Boesch, Wanda

Engineering & Building for Change 

Spring

This module is an introduction to the basic concepts of geography.  We will learn about maps and landforms, 
weather and climate, natural resources, population and culture. If time permits we will take a look at urban and 
political geography.  The goal of the course is to show the relationship between people, places and the 
environment. 

3

Borrmann, Ralf

Introduction to Geography: Basic Concepts of Geography
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Spring

Adobe Photoshop Lightroom is the industry standard for photographers that need to catalog, edit and output 
digital images. The class will cover one of each of the program's modules in-depth, each week, and culminate with 
a presentation of the student's portfolio.

3

Doe, Alan

Lightroom 

Spring

This module will examine music as a means of expressing political and social views during times of revolution 
and/or political upheaval. From a primarily historical perspective, students will explore music created during the 
Civil Rights Movement, Vietnam War, Northern Ireland Conflict, and the era of Apartheid in South Africa.

3

Freeman, Anna

Music and Politics: Music of the Revolution

Spring

Constructing a portfolio is an excellent way to think critically about your learning. The exercise involves both 
highlighting areas of achievement, and identifying future goals. In this course, you will engage in the process of 
selecting from and reflecting on your academic work; you will also articulate your holistic perspective as a 
lifelong learner. Designed for seniors and juniors, this course will equip you with skills that may be applied later 
in your academic career, as you approach the end of your college experience and think about marketing yourself 
to prospective employers and/or graduate schools. Expect to become facile with WordPress, an online publishing 
platform.

3

Maseelall, Sasha

The Digital Portfolio 

Spring

This module will introduce students to the craft of writing and illustrating stories for children. Drawing on 
principles of developmental psychology, students will develop stories that are age-appropriate, engaging, and 
meaningful to children of various ages. Moreover, students will either use their own artistic talent or digital art 
forms to illustrate their stories. The course will culminate in on-line publishing and sharing of students' books.

3

Morris, Michael

Writing the Right Stories for Children 

Spring

Popular uprisings in countries across North Africa and the Middle East have toppled governments, triggered civil 
wars and displaced thousands of people, all in an effort to escape repression and promote self determination.  
Explore the historical origins of these movements  and the resulting political situations of Tunisia, Egypt, Libya, 
Yemen and Syria using international news media, film, and guest speakers from Arab Spring countries culminating 
in a visit to the Arab American Museum in Dearborn, Michigan.

3

Morrison, Russ

Understanding the Arab Spring 
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Spring

This module will introduce students to basic concepts of web design.  Topics include criteria for evaluating web 
pages and learning how to use HTML and CSS to create a web page.  Students will design and create their own web 
page by the end of the course.

3

Nagano, Jennifer

Introduction to Web Design 

Spring

This module will explore chemistry concepts essential to the creation and preservation of art. Students will 
express their learning by creating a work of art or demonstrating key chemical processes related to art. Detailed 
explanations of the significant chemical constructs will also be part of the final products. 

3

Newman, William

Chemistry in the Arts 

Spring

This module will focus on all of the elements of theatrical set design, including script analysis, design theory, 
drafting and model generation. We will analyze classic scripts and choose which ones to discuss and design.  
(Note: this offering is not for students who have already participated in Theater Tech at WRA.)

3

Peveich, Mike

Theatrical Design 

Spring

This module will explore six painters in depth (Cezanne, Picasso, Kahlo, O'Keefe, Pollock, Rothko) as pioneers of 
new expressionism in the 20th century. We will look at their work and contributions, but then also examine how 
their techniques and styles spun off to create new ways of seeing art, and new forms of expression beyond the 
canvas. Each painter led a fascinating personal life as well, and this will be part of the dialogue as to how their 
character and circumstances impacted their influence. Students will become art historians and will also play 
with using the work of these painters as inspiration for their own creative expressions--which can take any 
number of forms.  (Note:  One workshop day will require a longer meeting time as we will be traveling to the 
Cleveland Art Museum; we may also visit the Akron Art Museum.  This offering is not for students who have 
already taken an Art History course at WRA.)

3

Robinson, Lisabeth

Post-Impressionism to Post-Modernism: Painters of the 20th Century 

Spring

This ECHO experience is designed to promote awareness of Indian culture. Students will learn about mythology 
and important customs and traditions in India through online and print texts and video clips.  Further, they will 
greet and conduct a basic conversation in Hindi, and, finally, engage in hands-on projects in cooking and henna 
art.  Students will choose an aspect of Indian culture that interests them and do a detailed presentation. 

3

Swami, Sita

Indian Languages and Culture 
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